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Annex 1 

Responses to the consultation from organisations  

 
Response from BBC Audience Council for Scotland 

 

1 - Summary 
 
The Council notes that the terminology of the Draft Guidelines has evolved to match a 
new party political landscape. But members feel there is a need for more advice on the 
range of factors producers should weigh up in the new circumstances, especially how 
network should handle what will effectively be different election campaigns in various 
UK nations.  The Council suggests that the document could be aimed at licence payers 
as well as at journalists, and that the BBC could be clearer with licence payers about 
how it intends to achieve impartiality. The Council also believes the BBC should 
respond to a number of editorial issues which arose in the Scottish referendum debate.  
Finally, the fact that many now vote by post weeks before polling day may affect the 
calculations made about balancing output over the whole of the campaign period. 
 
2 - Specific comments 
 
Network coverage for “smaller” parties (Draft Guidelines, 1.3) 
“Significant minor parties should also receive some network coverage during the 
campaign”: this statement appears to make an implicit assumption that a two-party 
system is a normal state of affairs, an assumption that is no longer appropriate. Also 
members feel it would be helpful to producers to give more detailed guidance on the 
levels of network coverage to be given to “significant minor parties” than simply to 
indicate “some”.  The Council welcomes the phraseology in Appendix 1 which 
substitutes the terminology “largest/larger/smaller” for “major/minor”. This appears to 
better reflect the evolving UK political landscape. It remains problematic to an extent 
as some parties e.g. the SNP are not “smaller” by some definitions – the SNP is, in 
terms of membership, currently the third largest in the UK.  
 
Differences across the UK (Draft Guidelines, 1.3) 
“We are aware of the different political structures in the four nations of the UK”: the 
variation in the political character of the different UK nations presents quite new 
challenges in the circumstances of the 2015 general election. The main one may be 
how network programmes handle issues which are only directly relevant to part of the 
electorate, like the future of the NHS in England. Members suggested that more 
guidance be included on how editors and producers can serve all audiences across the 
UK appropriately.    
 
Appropriate levels of coverage of parties (Draft Guidelines, 3.1) 
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The “starting point for judging appropriate levels of coverage for parties” (3.1, third 
paragraph): The UK nations now display very distinct political make-ups. Members are 
aware of a potential perception of over–representation of certain parties in the 
different nations e.g. of UKIP in Scotland, or of the SNP in England. The Council 
believes the BBC should make a clear statement about how it intends to handle this 
issue so that audiences clearly understand the BBC’s intended approach.  
 
Appendix 1 – 1.1: Larger parties in Great Britain 
The Council welcomes the guidance that producers should distinguish clearly between 
devolved and reserved matters as only the latter are “directly at issue” in a UK General 
Election. However it is also important that network producers be aware that aspects of 
devolved matters may be indirectly at issue in the election. 
 
Application of timescales (Draft Guidelines 3.1) 
Members suggested the guidelines address the fact that many voters now vote by 
post, some weeks before polling day itself. This could affect the calculations editors 
make about balancing output over the whole of the campaign period. Although the 
period for balancing is “normally across a week” (3.1), there may be instances where 
this is not possible. It means many voters may miss important journalistic interventions 
which take place towards the end of the campaign period. To apply the principle of 
balance in the context of postal voting, all strands, series etc would have to achieve 
balance by the closing date for postal voting.   
 
3 - Impartiality, the Guidelines and the experience of the Scottish 
referendum 
 
There was significant public debate about BBC impartiality in coverage of the Scottish 
referendum, an unprecedented event which presented new challenges for 
broadcasters.   
Various issues were raised for instance in relation to how interviews were conducted; 
how headlines are written; how the BBC should report on, and take part in the social 
media debate; how the BBC should respond to the audience demand for original 
journalism and analysis on key issues; whether BBC Scotland is adequately resourced 
to undertake such journalism; how to ensure that BBC journalism is not overly reliant 
on conventional sources of news; how it ensures that all parties are subject to equal 
levels of challenge; how to manage audience perceptions of the relative deployment of 
BBC Scotland and network reporters; and how it ensures that UK programmes do not 
present Anglocentric perspectives where that is not appropriate. 
 
Members consider that it would be helpful for licence payers if the BBC indicated 
whether, in the light of the above, it was considering any changes in editorial policy or 
practice as a consequence. 
 
These issues may arise again in the context of the General Election coverage. Public 
attitudes to the media have changed significantly since the Guidelines were drawn up 
in their present form. Editors and producers must remain, as now, responsible for 
making final editorial decisions. But the Guidelines could widen the range of factors to 
be considered as editorial judgement is exercised, and indicate how these might affect 
perceptions of impartiality. This might help both to avoid potential errors and also to 
increase public confidence in the BBC’s commitment to delivering impartiality. The 
Guidelines are aimed at an internal audience of BBC journalists, but it might be helpful 
if a way could be found to deepen and widen public understanding of the BBC’s 
approach to impartiality which they exemplify.  
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Response from Democratic Unionist Party 

 
The Democratic Unionist Party welcomes the opportunity to respond to the 
Consultation on draft Guidelines for elections to the UK Parliament and for English 
local government in 2015. 
 
The Party has a number of concerns about Appendix 1, in relation to Party Coverage. 
 
1) Party Coverage for broadcasts across the UK 
At 1.1, there is immediately a distinction made between parties in Great Britain and 
parties Northern Ireland. Such a distinction should not occur. 
 
The General Election in Northern Ireland is the same election as in the rest of the UK 
and cannot be regarded as a separate election. MPs elected in Northern Ireland are of 
equal status to MPs elected in any other part of the United Kingdom. After this 
election, there is a real possibility that Northern Ireland MPs could have a crucial role 
in the formation of the next United Kingdom government. 
 
Furthermore the consultation document at 1.1 states: 
 

“UK-wide programmes must ensure SNP and Plaid are given appropriate 
levels of coverage in output to which the largest parties contribute, and on 
some occasions, similar levels of coverage.” 

 
Under these guidelines, regional parties are not being treated on an equal footing. 
The SNP does not stand in elections outside Scotland and Plaid Cymru does not 
contest elections outside Wales therefore both are directly comparable to the DUP. 
However, under these draft proposals the DUP would be treated differently. This is 
grossly unfair. The DUP seeks equal opportunities for such regional parties. 
 
The consultation also states: 
 

“In Scotland and Wales, the SNP and Plaid Cymru respectively secured 
substantial electoral support at the last General Election”. 

 
In the 2010 General Election the DUP secured more seats than SNP and Plaid as well 
as securing more votes than Plaid. 
 
On this basis, the DUP should be extended the same opportunities for UK-wide 
coverage as the SNP and Plaid. 
 
The introduction to appendix one states: 
 

“The relative amount of coverage given to political parties in each electoral 
area (from the UK as a whole to individual constituencies) should reflect 
levels of past and/or current electoral support.” 

 
This is breached however by not recognising the DUP is the 4th largest party in the 
House of Commons and has significant support. 
 
The Democratic Unionist Party will play a key role in the next Parliament and 
coverage of the party should not, as unfairly proposed, be restricted to programmes 
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where just Northern Ireland issues are reported. 
 
2) Coverage of Northern Ireland parties on UK-wide outlets 
 
Section 1.3 in appendix one deals with coverage of Northern Ireland parties on UK-
wide outlets. 
 
There is no rationale for the five larger Northern Ireland parties to be entitled to equal 
UK-wide coverage. 
 
The Democratic Unionist Party, which voluntarily stood aside in two constituencies in 
2010, still secured 168,000 votes and returned 8 MPs to the House of Commons. In 
contrast, the Alliance Party received 42,000 votes and returned 1 MP. The UUP 
returned no MPs. 
 
There is no justification for giving these parties ‘up to and including similar levels of 
coverage’ as the DUP. They clearly do not have similar levels of support. 
 
It is impossible to justify coverage of manifesto launches on a UK-wide basis for the 
two parties named in the final paragraph of section 1.3. Both demonstrated minimal 
electoral support in 2010. Their support is extremely small, yet it appears they will be 
getting the same coverage (manifesto launch) as the other larger parties in Northern 
Ireland. This seems unnecessarily generous and disproportionate. 
 
3) Party Coverage on BBC NI 
 
The Democratic Unionist Party also has concerns about Party Coverage on BBC NI. 
 
At 2.3, appendix one states: 
 

“Parties which secured a substantial share of the vote and/or representation 
at the last General election in Northern Ireland are: 
 
the DUP, Sinn Fein, the Ulster Unionists (which in 2010 stood as the Ulster 
Conservatives and Unionists – New Force), the SDLP and the Alliance 
Party.” 

 
We would take exception to the assertion that the Ulster Unionists and the Alliance 
Party received ‘substantial’ support. This is evidenced by the 2010 General Election 
results as previously quoted. 
 
Section 2.3 indicates that all five named parties may receive similar levels of 
coverage. It is unfair that reporting of the DUP would be restricted because the DUP 
is wrongly grouped with other smaller parties. As has been the case in previous 
campaigns, BBC NI’s coverage of the DUP is constrained because all five parties 
have to get equal coverage. 
 
BBC NI should recognize that as a result of the UUP and Alliance Party’s size, they 
will generate less news and interest. Therefore it is unfair that other parties such as 
the DUP get penalized for their inactivity. 
 
Appendix one states: 
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“The UUP, the SDLP and the Alliance Party may receive similar levels of 
coverage to the two largest parties in some output. These may include debates, 
items detailing distinctive policies, as well as sequences of interviews with 
party leaders and other senior figures.” 

 
It is unclear what this will mean practically but it would be disproportionate to give 
similar levels of coverage to all five larger NI parties. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The final guidelines must make a clear distinction between the DUP and the Alliance 
Party and the UUP. Those two smaller parties inevitability will be less active than the 
DUP during the campaign but under these proposals, BBC NI will have to unduly 
restrict coverage of the DUP’s activities to ensure it stays within the proposed 
guidelines. 
 
The final guidelines must also be consistent in how regional parties are treated. It 
would be grossly unfair if the SNP and Plaid were to receive national coverage above 
and beyond what was available to the DUP. 
 

 

Response from the English Democrats 

 
What about a party that stands 106 candidates or more in England only? 

 

Response from the Liberal Democrats  

 
Our view is that the proposed guidelines are broadly correct. We note that in 2010 the 
draft guidelines clearly set out the treatment of larger parties in Great Britain and 
believe that this framework should be retained in the 2015 guidelines. This would also 
be in common with the draft Ofcom guidelines.  
 
The Liberal Democrats are a larger party, with 57 MPs elected in 2010, 23% of the 
popular vote in 2010 and a party of Government. We will be standing in every 
constituency in Great Britain at the 2015 election. In 2005 the party received 22% of 
the popular vote and 63 MPs were elected for the party in that Parliament. 
 
As well as holding the position of Deputy Prime Minister the party has another 5 
Cabinet Ministers, and 24 Ministers. The party has played a significant and full part in 
Government since the last General Election.  
 
The previous framework for larger parties in the last equivalent election (General 
Election 2010) continues to serve its purpose.  
 
We believe it is important to clarify on page 14 of the consultation document that “any 
relevant political context, such as electoral pacts, new parties, coalition agreements 
etc.” are exclusively those pertaining to the 2015 election, and future Parliament.  
 
What would not be acceptable is if the 2010 Coalition Agreement influenced the 
coverage that the Liberal Democrats received. The 2010 Coalition Agreement has no 
relevance to the 2015 election campaign, and is not in any way similar to an electoral 
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pact. Similarly as there are two parties of Government, both should be given equal 
opportunity to campaign on, and defend the Coalition’s record.  
 
Scotland and Wales 
 
In 2010 11 Liberal Democrat MPs were elected in Scotland with 18.9% of the popular 
vote. This compares to 12 and 22.5% in 2005. In Wales 3 Liberal Democrat MPs were 
elected in 2010 with 20.1% of the popular vote. This compares to 4 and 18.4% in 
2005. We continue to be a larger party in Scotland and Wales and will be standing a 
candidate in every Scottish and Welsh Parliamentary Seat.  

 

Response from the Northern Ireland Conservatives 

 
We wish to raise concerns about some of the provisions in the guidelines specific to 
Northern Ireland, as follows: 
 
Appendix I Party Coverage 2015 
 
As the General Election in 2010 was the last directly equivalent election to the General 
Election 2015, we believe that the greatest weight should be accorded to the results in 
that election, when the size of the various parties is considered, particularly in 
Northern Ireland.  Where two parties stood joint candidates in those elections, the 
total votes gained should be considered when allocations of coverage are allotted to 
both parties.     
 
1.3 Coverage of Northern Ireland parties on UK wide outlets 
 
2.3 BBC Northern Ireland 
 
The guidelines’ assessment of party size rely on a mistaken understanding that the 
Ulster Unionist Party contested the 2010 General Election.  It did not. Nor did the UUP 
field candidates who were loosely affiliated with the Conservatives. Rather, the two 
parties fielded joint candidates. Those candidates stood on a national Conservative 
manifesto and signed an undertaking to take the Conservative whip, should they be 
elected.  
 
The campaign literature featured the Conservative party's national slogan, 'Vote for 
Change', the front of the election address was a photograph of the Conservative 
Leader, David Cameron, and all the promotional material bore Conservative artwork 
and the campaigning name 'Conservative and Unionist', which remains the party's 
official name. These candidates won 102,361 votes – 15.2%. The candidates were, in 
effect, Conservative candidates in the same way that candidates for the Co-Operative 
Party are 'Labour' candidates.  Due weight should be given to this electoral support, 
achieved in 2010. 
 
As regards the associated debate around televised debates, we consider that, contrary 
to some statements by the BBC, the Democratic Unionist Party was in direct 
competition with the Conservative Party,   Indeed given the nature of politics in 
Northern Ireland some might say that, as the DUP is not really seeking the votes of 
those who vote for the Irish Nationalist Sinn Fein and SDLP, that the DUP's main rival 
at the last election was the Conservative Party.  On that basis, we consider that the 
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reasoning for excluding the Democratic Unionists from the televised debates nationally 
is wrong. 
 
The reasoning, in the proposed guidelines on election coverage, as it relates to 
Northern Ireland, is also therefore incorrect. To re-emphasise, the UUP did not contest 
the 2010 election and therefore to propose allocating coverage to that party, alone, on 
the basis of the Ulster Conservatives and Unionists - New Force electoral 
performance is a grave error. A greater weight of coverage should be accorded to the 
Conservative and Unionist Party. Moreover, in any Northern Ireland TV debate there 
should, on the basis of the last General Election campaign, be a Conservative 
representative. 

  

 

Response from the North West Green Party  

 

1. Are the proposed Guidelines and appendices relevant and appropriate for 
these elections? Please explain why. 

The guidelines take past election results as their starting point for determining levels of 
coverage for parties (Section 3.1). The First Past The Post (FPTP) electoral system 
encourages tactical voting; many people don't vote for the candidate they support 
most, but for the candidate they support most out of the two or three candidates they 
perceive as having a realistic chance of winning. This means that past vote share 
becomes one of the greatest factors in deciding future vote share, rather than support 
for policies. This is further reinforced when media coverage bases itself on past vote 
share. Even many of the surveys which are referenced phrase the question in terms of 
voting intention rather than support, exacerbating this problem. 

35% of the electorate did not turn out to the last General Election, making not voting 
almost as popular as the party that gained the most votes. Many of these voters will 
not have participated because they didn't see an option they approved of amongst the 
parties and candidates that received the most media coverage. Whilst some of these 
35% will simply not vote under any circumstances, it should be assumed that many of 
them are simply turned off by the 3 or 4 parties receiving the most media coverage, 
and in order to attempt to represent the views of this large portion of the population, 
there should be a bias towards widening coverage rather than reinforcing the status 
quo. Add the 35% who did not vote to the 5-10% who voted for other than the largest 
three parties and the unknown number who voted tactically, and it appears that the 
BBC's methodology of looking primarily at vote share may represent less than half of 
potential voters. 

Accepting that voter turnout is low and that many people vote tactically, there are 
other sources of evidence for party support which should be taken in to account, many 
of which give dramatically different pictures than past general election results: 

 European Election results. The European Election results remove some of the 
tactical voting element, but suffer from even lower turnouts than the general 
election (36%). The 2014 European Election results show much greater support 
for UKIP (24%) and the Green Party (7%) than the General Election results, 
and much lower support for Labour, the Conservatives and particularly the 
Liberal Democrats (7%). 
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 Size of the party. Whilst only a small proportion of the population are members 
of political parties, party membership could well be a proxy measure for 
potential support. Labour and the Conservatives remain the two largest parties 
by membership, but the Scottish National Party (SNP) and the Green Party 
come in third and fourth respectively. Party membership is mentioned in the 
Electoral Landscape paper, but the Green Party are growing so fast, having 
more than doubled in size since its publication, that this paper is already 
profoundly out of date. Number of seats contested is also mentioned in the 
report as a factor to consider when setting levels of coverage, but this is a 
much worse proxy for level of support than party membership. Due to the high 
cost of competing in elections (£325,000 just to contest all seats without any 
campaigning) it gives an unnatural bias towards parties that receive large 
donations, and therefore to parties that have policies favourable to the rich or 
to large corporations. 

 Surveys of public interest. Whilst this consultation is not about the TV debates, 
they did present some interesting data on public support. Specifically, according 
to an ICM poll (19th December 2014), 79% of people would like to see the 
Green Party included in the TV debates. Given that this percentage is 
significantly larger than the turnout at the last General Election, it should be 
concluded that people are interested in hearing a diverse range of voices 
including the Green Party. It seems unlikely that the same level of interest 
would be found for regional parties or those with racist or offensive views. Such 
polling could easily be conducted to find out who the public want to hear from 
and this would be a fair and democratic way to set levels of coverage. 

 Blind policy testing. Over 500,000 people have visited the website 
www.VoteForPolicies.org.uk where they were able to view policies from the 
2010 general election manifestos of 6 political parties (BNP, Conservative, 
Green, Labour, Liberal Democrat and UKIP) without knowing which party the 
policies came from. Respondents voted for the policies they preferred on a 
range of topics. 28% of respondents found they agreed most with the Green 
Party, 20% with Labour, 17% with the Lib Dems, 14% with the Conservatives, 
12% with UKIP and 10% with the BNP. This is perhaps one of the best sources 
of information we have for how people would vote if only policies mattered, and 
coverage, spin, tactical voting and other distractions were removed from the 
electoral process. However, the 500,000 were self-selecting, and demographic 
data was not taken in order to improve estimates of national support. It would 
be neither difficult nor expensive to conduct a fair statistical analysis of popular 
support for political manifestos and to take this into account in terms of 
coverage. 

None of these proxy measures for potential support are affected by tactical voting, but 
all rely on far smaller samples than a General Election. In the absence of perfect data, 
the bias should be towards parity of coverage rather than reinforcing the status quo. 

The guidance needs to recognise that there are over 10,000 election contests in May. 
In not one of these contests will David Cameron, Nick Clegg and Ed Miliband be 
standing against each other, and the BBC needs to make a much greater effort than in 
previous years to treat the elections as many small elections, rather than using a 
limited number of party leaders as proxies for this much more complex picture. 
Achieving a kind of aggregate impartiality across the nation will not achieve coverage 
in proportion to support in many constituencies or wards across the UK, and there will 
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be an inevitable bias away from parties with support in one locality or region (regional 
parties, independent parties, local campaign groups, or other parties with widely 
varying levels of support). 

In Section 1 of Appendix 1, there ought to be more classes of party. Currently, the 
guidance separates parties into three classes; major parties, parties standing in more 
than one sixth of seats, parties standing in less than one sixth of seats. It does not 
seem right to lump together a (hypothetical) party standing in 100% of seats with 
multiple MPs, MEPs, and representation on multiple councils, etc, with a (hypothetical) 
party that is standing in 17% of seats with no national representation. The reality may 
not be too different from this situation, with the Green Party (hoping to stand in over 
75% of seats, and having representation on councils, in the European Parliament, the 
London Assembly, the Scottish Parliament and both houses of Parliament), potentially 
receiving a similar level of coverage, according to the draft guidelines, as the English 
Democrats (who in 2010 stood in approximately 17% of seats and have no national 
representation).  

The guidance ought also to include the principles behind defining "major" parties. 

2. Are there any omissions from the proposed Guidelines and appendices? 

The consultation guidelines have little to say on standards for displaying election 
results. In the European Elections 2014 the coverage was bordering on farcical with 
tables of results showing that the Lib Dems had won zero seats while “other” parties 
had one seat. When the more successful party is lumped in with “other” and the less 
successful party isn't, there are serious questions that need to be asked about both 
impartiality and standards. Not only could this coverage be considered biased, but it is 
also very poor quality public service broadcasting. 

During the main results program (Vote 2015), a proposed non-biased way of displaying 
information would be to, as a minimum, display every party who has won a seat, and 
put parties that have not in “other”. At the last General Election this would have 
required displaying information about 10 parties, not including independents or the 
speaker. Summary coverage on the news should display parties in ranked order of 
number of seats or number of votes. For example, they should not display a table 
showing the results for only three parties unless they were the three parties who won 
the most seats or received the most votes. 

 

For coverage of individual constituencies during the main results show (Vote 2015), all 
candidates should be shown in any tables. 

In section 4.1, it is noted that “candidates or parties declining to take part in 
constituency/ ward reports or debates cannot, by doing so, effectively exercise a veto 
over such coverage.” It should also be noted that some candidates may be 
professional politicians, whilst others may have part- or full-time jobs in addition to the 
election campaign. There should be an obligation for the BBC to make reasonable 
adjustments in order to make such reports or debates accessible. Reasonable 
adjustments may mean, for example, offering an alternative time slot for pre-recorded 
items if a candidate is unavailable at the preferred time, or giving the opportunity to 
pre-record responses if a live debate cannot be attended. 
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3. Do you have any other comments on the proposed Guidelines and 
appendices? 

Section 6.1 (Reporting Polls) is poorly written. Of particular concern is the sentence 
“polls can be wrong”, which shows a poor level of statistical literacy. Polls normally ask 
the opinions of around 1000 people. The poll will not be “wrong” about the responses 
of those 1000 people, but if that poll is then used as a predictor for a general election 
involving millions of voters, the resulting prediction could be wrong. It is also important 
that all polls are taken in to account, not just those with the most sensational results – 
the more polls that are taken into account, the greater the sample size and therefore 
the more accurate any resulting prediction. 

The other omission from section 6.1 is the importance of the wording and methodology 

of the poll. Where possible (in particular when covering one poll rather than many), the 

wording and methodology of the poll should be reported alongside the result. The 

difference between results of various polling companies is testament to the impact that 

wording and methodology can have. 

 

Response from Plaid Cymru 

 

Introduction: 
 
Plaid Cymru asserts that it is essential that the electorate in Wales is presented with an 
accurate reflection of the democratic choices facing them on polling day. Media 
coverage should reflect the political realities in each of the nations of the UK. It would 
be wrong for output to be skewed to allow the political context of the most populated 
nation to dominate coverage almost entirely.  
 

1. Are the proposed Guidelines and appendices relevant and appropriate 

for these elections? 

Larger parties: 
 
It is quite clear that Plaid Cymru should retain its status as a larger party.  The party 
has demonstrated significant past electoral support in both UK and Welsh general 
elections, and Wales-only opinion polls indicate significant levels of current support.  In 
addition to this Plaid Cymru achieved a very significant share of the vote in the only 
significant Welsh by-election since 2010 and there is a strong possibility of being in the 
position of holding the balance of power in a hung parliament.   
 
Plaid Cymru will not be commenting on status of other parties.   
 
Guidelines: 
 
In section 3.2 you note that each daily news magazine programmes should be 
responsible for achieving impartiality for itself within the week and should not rely on 
other outlets.  We strongly agree with this and would ask for further details on the 
specific circumstances under which this could be circumvented.   
 
In section 3.3 you refer to coverage of other parliaments and assemblies.  We believe 
that specific guidelines should be issued in relation to how devolved issues which are 
also key issues in the UK election campaign, eg the NHS, are dealt with.  For instance, 
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how would a Welsh government announcement on investment in the Welsh NHS be 
dealt with during the UK election campaign period? 
 

2. Are there any omissions from the proposed guidelines and 

appendices? 

By-election results: 
 
You take note of recent by-elections in England.  However there is no mention of the 
only major by-election to have taken place in Wales since 2010, which was the Ynys 
Mon Assembly by-election in 2013.  Due to the irregularity of opinion polling in Wales I 
would suggest that it is particularly important to take this into account.  Plaid Cymru 
won this by-election with a majority of 9,166 taking 58.2% (+16.8%)of the vote. 
 
In the likely event of a hung parliament: 
 
It is widely believed that the outcome of the 2015 election is likely to be one of no 
overall control (https://yougov.co.uk/news/2014/09/29/ukip-snp-and-risks-
parliamentary-paralysis/).  In this context  there is a very real possibility that Plaid 
Cymru, alongside parties like the SNP and Green party, will be in the position of 
holding the balance of power.  It is therefore right that viewers in all parts of the UK 
should have the opportunity to understand and scrutinise our policies and our 
proposed platform in the eventuality of a hung parliament.  Furthermore, this scenario 
will of course mean that Plaid Cymru’s policies will be of significant relevance to voters 
across the UK as a whole 

 

3. Do you have any further comments? 

In appendix 1 you mention coverage of the manifesto launch (or equivalent) on BBC 
network programming.  However you are not specific about the kind of coverage that 
this would mean.  Plaid Cymru would expect this coverage to be a full report with an 
interview.   
 
Plaid Cymru would expect our policies to be reported across all BBC network stations 
including Radio 1 and Radio 2 during the course of the campaign.     

 

  

Response from the Scottish Greens  

 
The Scottish Greens welcome the opportunity to comment on the proposed guidance. 
 
We believe it is unreasonable to exclude us from the list of Scottish major parties while 
including the Liberal Democrats. YouGov’s full Scottish poll from October had Greens 
and Libdems both on 4 per cent, figures replicated by Ipsos Mori in January. The latest 
TNS Scottish poll has Greens on 6, Libdems on 4. UK-wide polling now regularly shows 
us either equal or with Green support ahead. As an example, a constituency poll of 
Glasgow North in February showed Green support at 10%, up over 6 points and Liberal 
Democrat support at 4%, down 27 points. It is clear in terms of current electoral 
support that the Liberal Democrats do not have an advantage over the Scottish 
Greens. 
 

https://yougov.co.uk/news/2014/09/29/ukip-snp-and-risks-parliamentary-paralysis/
https://yougov.co.uk/news/2014/09/29/ukip-snp-and-risks-parliamentary-paralysis/
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In terms of elected representation the Scottish Greens have 2 MSPs with a further 2 
MSPs joining the party during 2014. Consistent polling for the last year has predicted 
8-11 Green MSPs at the next election, around double what the Liberal Democrats are 
predicted to take. 
 
In the 2014 European election we secured 8.1 per cent of the vote, ahead of the 
Libdems’ 7.1, securing higher votes in 21 of Scotland’s 32 local authority areas. It 
would clearly be unreasonable to relegate us to a lower status than a party we came 
ahead of in the most recent national election. 
 
Since September our membership has surged to 8,500 – close to the Scottish 
Conservatives’ published membership of 11,000 and that of Scottish Labour 
(understood to be between 8,000 and 13,500) and far outstripping the Scottish 
Libdems whose most recent published figures suggest a membership of 2,831. 
 
During the referendum campaign we played a prominent role, appearing regularly in 
televised debates and discussions including both the BBC and STV's final panel 
debates, neither of which included a Libdem. 
 
In the context of a post-referendum election, with a politically-engaged electorate and 
a decline in support for two or three parties, it is clear that a broadcaster not reflecting 

a broader range of voices will not meet the expectations of its audience. 
 

 

Response from the Scottish National Party  

 

It is our belief that the SNP should be designated as one of the “larger parties in Great 
Britain” for the coming General Election, as well as within Scotland, on a position of 
equality alongside the Labour, Conservative and Liberal Democrat parties. 
 
Since the opening of the BBC Trust consultation, ITV and BBC have changed their 
stance and accepted that the SNP, along with other political parties previously 
excluded, should be included on an equal basis in their televised election debates. It 
would therefore be appropriate for the BBC Trust to redefine its list of “larger parties in 
Great Britain” accordingly. 
 
Furthermore, the BBC documentation should be updated to include material published 
since the BBC Trust consultation document was released – all indicating the 
significance of the SNP and our potential vote on a UK-wide basis. 
 
For example, in recent weeks, the Survation and Ipsos MORI Scotland polls in Scotland 
show substantial double-digit leads for the SNP, which has been a consistent finding 
across different pollsters since the referendum: 
 
http://survation.com/new-scottish-voting-intentions-for-daily-record-shows-desire-for-
snp-in-government 
 
https://www.ipsos-mori.com/researchpublications/researcharchive/3514/SNP-remains-
in-dominant-position-as-election-approaches.aspx 
 

http://survation.com/new-scottish-voting-intentions-for-daily-record-shows-desire-for-snp-in-government
http://survation.com/new-scottish-voting-intentions-for-daily-record-shows-desire-for-snp-in-government
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In addition, the detailed constituency polling by Lord Ashcroft Polls indicates that these 
very high Scotland-wide opinion poll ratings for the SNP would, on current levels of 
support, translate into substantially increased representation in the House of Commons 
for the SNP: 
 
Http://lordashcroftpolls.com/2015/02/scottish-battleground/ 
 
We would also draw your attention to the fact that the SNP is now the UK’s third 
largest political party with over 93,000 members, and the only political party in the UK 
to hold a majority government. 
 
In conclusion, we believe that the BBC should include the SNP in the list of “larger 
parties in Great Britain” – as well as of course continuing to be defined as a major 
party in Scotland – and that such a redefinition of the SNP’s status by the BBC would 
reflect the reality of the political process in 2015 in Scotland and across the UK. 
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